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In the same year of 1982 in which Jordi Bernet began his brilliant career with "Torpedo 1936" in 
Creepy magazine, Norma Editorial offered him the possibility of making a series for Cimoc magazine 
with this scriptwriter, with only one caveat: the main character had to be a woman. "Imposition" to 
assess what the risk entailed, it is taken into account that 95% of comic book heroes are men and that 
a very, very low percentage of girls have managed to reach stardom as protagonists in the paper jungle. 
Another added problem was reflecting with certain fidelity the feminine psychology, avoiding creating a 
"new monster" with a woman's body and decidedly masculine character and attitudes.

After discarding a series of brilliant ideas: Sarvan, the fierce pirate of the Caribbean, Sarvan, detective 
and the Maltese Falcon and Sarvan, the vindictive daughter of Geronimo Apache... we decided to enter 
the always swampy territory of science fiction and create Sarvan, in the Wonderland.
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While I was thinking about what this new heroine should be like, I saw her predecessors, the heroines of 
my childhood: A Dale, the faithful and feisty girlfriend of Flash Gordon; Diana, the liberated and feminist 
companion of The Walking Ghost, created by Lee Falk; Louis Lane, able to survive Superman's kisses; 
Aleta, Harold Foster's sweet Aleta; the long-suffering and virtuous Sigrid and Beatriz, brides responsible 
for our brave totemic myths El Capitán Trueno and El Guerrero del antifaz
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Sarvan, the unstoppable graphic warrior who was created by Antonio Segura and Jordi Bernet meant a leap towards an 

epic past to find the mythical Red Sonya of Rogatino, in addition to two other female characters created by the same 

pen, Dark Agnes de Chastillon, and Valeria, the latter, within the Conan the Barbarian collection, by Robert E. Howard 

for those readers in my generation. All these characters remain unknown, except in a few specialized circles thanks to 

the lack of published Pulp works in the Spanish market. 

The character of Red Sonya of Rogatino appeared, for the first time in the story "The Shadow of the Vulture" published 

in The Magic Carpet Magazine, January 1934

Unlike Howard's better-known fantasy work, "The Shadow of the Vulture" is historical fiction, set in the 16th century. It 

uses the career of Ottoman sultan Suleiman the Magnificent. 

Dark Agnes de Chastillon is the protagonist of three stories set in 16th Century France, which were not printed until 

long after the author's death.

Like the later character Red Sonja, who was based on another Howard character, Red Sonya of Rogatino, Agnes has 

red hair and a short temper. But while Red Sonja's skill in the handling of swords is a divine gift, Agnes's skill is a 

mixture of innate talent and training.





The actress Sandahl Bergman replicating the character of Valeria in the John 
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However, the one who drinks the most graphic creation is the character Valeria, a member 

of The Red Brotherhood of pirates. She appears in Robert E. Howard's Conan novella "Red 

Nails", serialized in Weird Tales 28 1-3 (July, August/September & October 1936). This was 

the last Conan story written by Howard, and published posthumously. 

She was tall, full-bosomed, and large-limbed, with compact shoulders. Her whole figure 
reflected an unusual strength, without detracting from the femininity of her appearance. She 
was all woman, in spite of her bearing and her garments. The latter were incongruous, in 
view of her present environs. Instead of a skirt she wore short, wide-legged silk breeches, 
which ceased a hand's breadth short of her knees, and were upheld by a wide silken sash 
worn as a girdle. Flaring-topped boots of soft leather came almost to her knees, and a low-
necked, wide-collared, wide-sleeved silk shirt completed her costume. On one shapely hip 
she wore a straight double-edged sword, and on the other a long dirk. Her unruly golden 
hair, cut square at her shoulders, was confined by a band of crimson satin.
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Indeed, the unique Marvel Team 

Up#79, and its subsequent reissue 

in the Marvel Tales #208 

collection, where Red Sonya meets 

Spiderman, much more easily than 

the stories published by Marvel 

Comics and related to the graphic 

character of Red Sonja, created by 

writer Roy Thomas and artist Barry 

Windsor-Smith for Marvel Comics in 

1973.



Sarvan’s appearance meant an absolute 

break with what was being published up 

until that moment, and showed us that, in 

the future heroes would also be a 

WOMAN, no questions asked. 

Sarvan was as epic and sensual as Red 

Sonya could be, though immersed in a 

scenery in which it was easy to 

distinguish the influence of Frank 

Herbert’s literary saga. 



When the editor proposed a series with a female lead, I think they took for granted that it was 
going to narrate, once again, the exciting story of a girl who suffered, page yes, page no, 
some serious sexual altercation. Well no, driven again by my madness and my suicidal trend 
against the current, I let him down. He believes/we create a kind of cosmic virgin, sexually 
predisposed to lose his homologation of virginity who has the misfortune to fall in love, lost 
and romantically with an angel, a god come from the stars.

But since the show had to be overtly erotic and sexual, to compensate, we tried to make most 
of it steamy. A climate that surrounded Sarvan, echoing in the feeling that everything around 
him was inciting him, pushing him, to achieve his sexual pairing with the chaste Heloin. The 
result was paradoxical. We had created Sarvan with all the "ingredients" of a sex symbol while 
coding the "success" of the series in the time we kept it "intact".





The genre of science fiction and heroic fantasy is a leap into the void without a net. It's like 
shouting to the world: I have an imagination! You shout, it's easy, and it's even easier to lose 
your voice.

Jordi (Bernet) accepted that our heroine, like a new Alice, would break the mirror and enter 
a new Wonderland about which the artist and screenwriter knew little. We were like 
explorers astonishing each other at the discovery of a world where everything is possible. 
But beware, to make it real, the magic of his drawing had to make this world out of nowhere 
accessible, possible, distant and mysterious, and at the same time understandable.
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You break the mirror, jump into the void and it's downright funny. The universe, our existence as human 
beings is reduced to a timeless, dreamlike, surreal chess game where very few of us, mere pieces, 
accept that we are moved and guided towards an unknown end by invisible fingers. Everything is written. 
Light and shadow, good and evil, God and Satan are two brains fed by the same body and play the game.
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They inform you that Harold Foster has passed away and insert Prince Valiant 
carrying spears in "The Accursed" as a tribute to the great master.





As you will see, dear reader, these lines are as insane as the stories you 
are going to read, and that is that only the key to madness opens the door 
to Wonderland, and in it, Sarvan awaits you.

Como verás querido lector, estas líneas resulta tan demencial como las historias que vas a leer y es 

que solamente la llave de la locura abra la puerta del País de las Maravillas y en él, te espera 

Sarvan. 

Antonio Segura. 
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In reality, Sarvan offered us, the readers of my 

generation, not only to familiarize ourselves with a 

female character who drank from previous literary 

sources, unknown for colliding, head-on, with the 

precepts of a dictatorial system that considered 

women citizens second category.

Forty years ago, the graphic character to the woman 

of the 21st century, before the arrival of the entire 

plethora of female heroines who now coexist, 

without too many problems, with the heroes of 

yesterday and with the new ones.
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